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1. INTRODUCTION
In most electronic imaging applications, images with 
high resolution (HR) are desired and often required. HR means 
that pixel density within an image is high and therefore an HR 
image can offer more details that may be critical in various 
applications. For example, HR medical images are very helpful 
for a doctor to make a correct diagnosis. It may be easy to 
distinguish an object from similar ones using HR satellite 
images and the performance of pattern recognition in computer 
vision can be improved if an HR image is provided. Since the 
1970’s, charge coupled device (CCD) and CMOS sensors 
have been widely used to capture digital images. Although 
these sensors are suitable for most imaging applications, the 
current resolution level and consumer price will not satisfy 
the future demand. For example, people want an inexpensive 
HR digital camera or camcorder or see the price gradually 
reduce, and scientists often need a very HR level close to that 
of an analog 35 mm film that has no visible artifacts when an 
image is magnified. Thus, finding a way to increase the current 
resolution level is needed. 
Super resolution (SR) image may be defined as a 
constructed HR image by combining group of lower resolution 
(LR) images that are sub pixel altered from one another. The 
super resolution image reconstruction can be classified based 
on the number of images used. If a single image is used it is 
called single-image super resolution. If more than one image 
is used it is called super resolution from multiple-images. The 
single-image super resolution method requires huge quantity 
of training data for creating effective learning models. Super 
resolution from multiple-images has a problem in processing 
matrices of large dimension1-5. To incorporate information 
from original images and sub-pixel shifted image, subjected 
to image registration and make them into a unified image, 
fusion is used. Since image fusion is capable of retaining 
the useful features it can be used in super resolution image 
reconstruction. Wavelet transform is used for fusion and the 
images are registered using affine transform6. The image is 
decomposed using the wavelet transform and the wavelet co-
efficient is further used for fusion to increase the resolution 
of the image. Super resolution reconstruction is done using 
framelet transform7. The framelet transform is improved form 
of wavelet transform by overcoming the problems such as 
symmetry and perfect reconstruction using tight frames. SVD 
and mutual information based fusion is used for detection of 
boundaries in a video sequence8. Here the SVD is done on the 
histogram of the frames and the mutual information between 
the frames is used for evaluating it. SVD-based fusion is 
used for face recognition problem9. Here the face images are 
decomposed into three slices. The slicing is done based on the 
energy distribution. SVD-based fusion for super resolution 
image reconstruction is used10. In this method the maximum of 
the Eigen value is found out and the corresponding matrix of 
singular values are used for reconstruction of high resolution 
image.
As the singular values determine the intensity information 
for the reconstructed image choosing of the singular value 
need to be done precisely. To achieve this, authors has 
enhanced the method of choosing the singular values10. The 
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proposed method of choosing the singular values has improved 
the quality measures of the image under various parameters 
like mean square error, peak signal to noise ratio, index 
sharpness. 
2. SINgUlAR VAlUE DECOmpOSITION
Consider a matrix A of size m x n which has entries from 
a field K. by applying singular value decomposition (SVD) on 
the matrix A, it gets decomposed into three matrices namely 
U,S,V. The decomposition10,11 is given by Eqn (1).
A= USVT                                                                        (1)
where UTU = 1, U is a m x m unitary orthogonal matrix over K, 
UT is the conjugate transpose of U. S is a m x n diagonal matrix 
with non-negative real numbers on the diagonal which are the 
square roots of the non-zero eigen values of both ATA and AAT. 
VTV = 1, V which is n x n unitary orthogonal matrix over K, 
VT is the conjugate transpose of V.
The columns of U are called the left singular vectors 
which are the Eigen vectors of  ATA. The columns of V are 
called the right singular vectors which are the Eigen vectors of 
AAT. The diagonal elements of diagonal matrix S = diag (α1, α2, 
αn) are called the singular values of A. The singular values give 
the intensity information of image. Higher the singular value 
greater is the information regarding the image. 
3. SVD AlgORITHm FOR SUpER 
RESOlUTION RECONSTRUCTION
The proposed algorithm consists of ; (i) image registration, 
(ii) SVD based image fusion, and (iii) interpolation. Figure 1 
explains the flow of the process, where Ao and A are two frames 
taken from a video sequence. 
3.1 Analytical method of Image Registration
There are numerous algorithms for image registration. 
Among these the gradient method12 suits more for practical 
applications. but it works best in case the shift is small for 
LR images. To overcome this we have integrated the iterative 
nearest neighbor technique proposed13 with the gradient image 
registration algorithm proposed12. Here we consider the first 
frame ( , )ir x y as the reference image. Considering this as 
reference the shifts in the remaining frames are calculated. 
Assume X denotes the total frames contained in a video, ip
and iv  denotes the shifts in horizontal direction and vertical 
direction respectively for the ith frame. The ith frame can be 
expressed as
( , ) ( p , )i i i ir x y r x y v= + +                                               (2)
where {2,3,4..., }i X∈ . by14 approximating Eqn (2) we get
( , ) ( , )1 1( , )1
r x y r x y
r r x y p vi i ix y
∂ ∂
≈ + +
∂ ∂
                        (3)
For solving the parameters ip  and iv we apply the method 
of least square. For least square solution15 the error Eqn (4)
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should be minimized, where 
m- and n- discrete variables for x and y directions 
respectively
M- and N - total number of pixels in x and y directions 
respectively
 and i ip v - are the translational shifts in x direction and y 
direction between ith frame and original image.
Way of minising is to differentiate Eqn (4) with respect to 
ip and iv , making the derivative equal to zero. Simultaneously 
solving the deriving equation, it can be represented as 
Eqn (5).
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can be written in matrix form as M S V• =
where   
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The registration parameter can be calculated as 1S M V−= . Figure 1. SVD based super resolution image reconstruction 
flowchart.
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The frame ( , )ir m n is shifted by using these estimated shifts so 
that it closely matches with 1( , )r m n . The procedure is repeated 
till the registration estimates becomes as small as possible.
3.2 Enhanced Singular Value Decomposition Fusion 
The original frame (Ao) and any subsequent frame 
(A) which is sub-pixel shifted are considered as inputs. The 
sub-pixel shifted frame is subjected to images registration 
which gives a registered image (Ar). The original image (Ao) 
and the registered image (Ar) are subjected to singular value 
decomposition. Performing SVD on the original image (Ao) 
decomposes the original image (Ao) as Uo, So  and Vo. Similarly 
performing SVD on registered image decomposes registered 
image (Ar) as Ur, Sr and Vr. The main objective is during the 
process of fusion, there should not be loss of any important 
information. To achieve this singular value (α) should be 
carefully chosen, by comparing them between original and the 
registered images. The proposed way of choosing the singular 
values (α) is compare first singular value of original image Ao 
(αo1) with the first singular value of registered image Ar (αr1). 
If value of αo1 is greater than αr1 choose αo1 as the first singular 
value for the new matrix Snew. Incase αr1 is greater than αo1 choose 
αr1 as the first singular value for the new matrix Snew. based on 
the above statements Snew is given by Eqn (6). Figure 2 shows 
the how element wise comparison is done for singular values 
contained in Soand Sr.
likewise element wise comparison is done for all the 
singular values contained in So and Srand the highest among 
the two singular values is chosen for Snew. 
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The Snew is combined with left singular vector Uoand 
complex conjugate of right singular vector Vo to form the fused 
image Af which is given by Eqn (7). 
T
f o new oA U S V=                                                                (7)
This is done prior to the interpolation step because 
interpolation may cause some loss in the information.
4. RESUlTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section we present simulated results prior to 
interpolation and after the process of interpolation. The results 
are tabulated using five different types of interpolations namely 
nearest neighbor interpolation, bilinear interpolation, bicubic 
interpolation, box kernel interpolation, lanczos-3 kernel 
interpolation.  All these results are compared with reported 
paper on SVD based fusion method10. 
The performance measure for the reconstructed image is 
done based on three quality metrics, (i) Peak signal to noise 
ratio (PSNR) (ii) Mean square error (MSE) (iii) Sharpness 
index measure
(i) Peak Signal to Noise Ratio  
2
10
max10logPSNR
MSE
 =  
 
      
                                        
(8)
where max is maximum pixel value of reconstructed image.
(ii) Mean Square Error  
2
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1 ( )
p q
ij ij
i j
MSE X Y
pq = =
= −∑∑
                                           
(9)
where p denotes number of rows, q denotes no of columns, Xij 
denotes pixel density value of original image and Yij denotes 
pixel density value of the reconstructed image.
(iii) Sharpness Index Measure
To calculate the sharpness of the image, a sharpness index 
Mis calculated16.
1 1
0 0
( , )
N N
x y
M L x y
− −
= =
= ∑∑                                                    (10)
where N x N is the size of the image, L(x,y) is the output of the 
Laplacian filter of pixel (x,y). Higher the value of M greater is 
the quality of the image.
Table 1 shows the performance measures prior to the 
interpolation step for original image, reconstructed image 
based on proposed method. Table 2 shows the pSnR values 
for original image and super resolution image after the 
Figure 2.  Element wise comparison if singular values in diagonal matrices So and Sr .
Diagonal matrix So Diagonal matrix Sr
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interpolation process based on method10 and proposed method. 
Table 3 shows the Sharpness index measure values for original 
image and super resolution image after the interpolation process 
based on method10 and proposed method. 
The experimental results tabulated in table shows that 
reconstructed image by proposed method has lower MSE 
higher PSNR and high sharpness index values compared to 
original image and earlier reported method10. These three results 
evidently prove that enhanced singular value decomposition 
value decomposition fusion using different interpolation 
techniques.
The singular values give the intensity information of 
image. In the proposed method the singular values of original 
and registered images are compared. The maximum value 
among these singular values is chosen for the SR image. 
Higher the singular value greater is the information regarding 
the image. This makes the proposed method better compared 
to the existing method.
Test image / method Nearest Neighbor interpolation
Bilinear 
interpolation
Bicubic 
interpolation
Box kernel 
interpolation
lanczos-3 
interpolation
Original image 13.7880 11.9834 13.4349 13.7888 14.0960
SR image / earlier 
method10 14.0639 12.1843 13.6891 14.0639 14.3733
SR image / proposed 
method 14.0640 12.1849 13.6894 14.0640 14.3737
Table 3.  Sharpness Index measure after interpolation based on method10 and proposed method
Test image / method Nearest Neighbor interpolation
Bilinear 
interpolation
Bicubic 
interpolation
Box kernel 
interpolation
lanczos-3 
interpolation
Original image 22.5178 22.4997 22.5137 22.5178 22.5214
SR image / earlier 
method10 52.892 52.6378 52.2447 52.8920 51.8912
SR image / proposed 
method 53.0783 52.8339 52.4252 53.0783 52.0476
Table 2.  pSNR measure after interpolation based on method10 and proposed method
Figure 3. Image registration process for sub-pixel shifted frames with respect to reference frame for road video.
        (a) Frame 5   (b) Frame 20
Table 1. performance measure prior to interpolation
Quality metrics Original image Reconstructed image
PSNR 24.12 54.68
Sharpness index measure 15.6753 15.9786
based fusion has greatly improved the image quality. Figure 3 
is an illustration of the image registration process showing 
the pixels which are sub pixel shifted video sequence. 
Figure 4 shows the simulated output prior to interpolation. 
Figure 5 shows the output based on proposed enhanced singular 
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Figure 5. SR image based on proposed method using (a) nearest neighbour interpolation, (b) bilinear interpolation, (c) bicubic 
interpolation, (d) box kernel interpolation, and (e) lanczos-3 interpolation.
Figure 4. (a) Original image, (b) SR reconstructed based on10 prior to interpolation, and (c) SR reconstructed based on proposed 
method prior to interpolation.
(a) (b) (c)
(a) (b) (c)
(e)(d)
5. CONClUSION
The improvements in the quality of the image have 
enlarged the use of super resolution image reconstruction 
into various fields of applications. The analytical image 
registration uses gradient method to estimate shifted pixels 
and iterative nearest neighbour method for putting the frame 
on to a uniform grid. Most of the existing method uses the 
process of interpolation to increase the resolution, which 
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adds the pixels but does the increase the resolving power. The 
proposed method chooses singular values precisely from 
the SVD domain images to reconstructs a high resolution 
image using fusion technique. The proposed enhanced SVD 
algorithm is compared with the other methods based on the 
parameters like mean square error, peak noise to signal ratio and 
sharpness index. The experimental results shows that enhanced 
SVD based fusion for super resolution image reconstruction 
to be highly productive than all current methods giving better 
edges which is quite evident through the tables and figures 
shown.
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